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The next crash has been planned
Who wants to profit … and who should pay the bill

by Professor Dr Eberhard Hamer*

Finally the time has 
come: The HSH 
Nordbank – the 
scandalous regional 
state bank of Ham-
burg and Schleswig-
Holstein – is being 
sold. Everything 
about this sale is a 
scandal: Buyer is the 
notorious Cerberus, 
globally operating 
arms manufacturer 

and contractor for mercenary armies wag-
ing war with American money, for example 
in the Ukraine, the Orient and Africa, be-
cause these wars are unlawful and so bru-
tal that the Americans do not dare to use 
their own troops because of the legal con-
sequences. So the buyer is morally pretty 
much the worst thing in the world of all the 
investors in the market. 

Public institutions should not do busi-
ness with this kind of war and crime organ-
isation. The purchase price amounts to 1 
billion euro – however, the sellers (the two 
federal states of Hamburg and Schleswig-
Holstein) also have to take over debts of 
about 7 billion euros each, i.e. a total of 14 
billion. In this way, they will have to make 
the German taxpayer pay the penalty for 
the inability of public amateur bankers and 
of Anglo-finance appointed speculators.

But what circulates among our media 
is far from an outcry of indignation; on 
the contrary, the result of these negotia-
tions is being celebrated by German gov-
ernment propaganda. All perpetrators of 
this financial scandal have made a packet 
personally, and the former mayor of Ham-
burg, Olaf Scholz, who was one of those 
responsible, even successfully applied for 
the Federal Ministry of Finance.

HSH Nordbank – test case for unre-
strained speculation

The HSH Nordbank scandal is a model 
case for the world’s banks being corrupt-
ed by Anglo-high-finance to become un-
restrained speculative institutions, for the 
abuse of currencies and of the financial in-
dustry, for the global concentration of cap-
ital (dollar empire) and for the lack of re-
straint and the moral decay of our leading 
bankers and fiscal policy makers:
– Rulers have known for centuries that the 

most effective form of “domination” 
over a country is not military and polit-
ical, but financial, through money: “He 
who has the money controls the world.” 

  Anglo-finance has acquired this 
power over money by the creation of 
formally public, but in reality private, 
central banks such as the FED (Fed-
eral Reserve Bank), the BOE (Bank of 
England), the BOJ (Bank of Japan), or 
formal-state central banks such as the 
ECB (European Central Bank) filled 
with their own people, so that the lead-
ing central banks of the Western world 
are in the hands of a financial syndicate 
and thus form a self-contained, closed 
power group – the dollar empire.

  “Since money is involved in every 
business transaction, and as whole civ-
ilisations literally rise or fall with the 
quality of their money, we are talking 
about a tremendous power operating 
in secret. It is the power to create illu-
sions that initially seem quite real. That 
is where the core of FED power lies”.1

  The trend towards the centralisation 
of money and banking not only bene-
fits the largest banks with their power 
over money and thus the economy, but 
it also benefits the state, which can use 
the monetary system (debt) as an al-
ternative form of revenue. “The coali-
tion of state and big banks is the cru-
cial backbone for the centralisation of 
money and credit.”2

– “Democracy” has become social poli-
cy with ever-increasing social welfare 
benefits for ever-larger voting blocks, 
funded by loans from international 
banks. For finance capital, credit is an 
instrument of domination, especially so 
as it has its own central banks to pro-

vide unlimited money for suchlike US 
high finance machinations. Money is 
simply reprinted or electronically mul-
tiplied.

Dominating the world  
by means of the glut of money 

 “This money glut is the force by means 
of which US high finance dominates 
the entire world, subdues it through 
loans, and subjugates those who have 
accepted their money permantly.”3

–  John Perkins describes how, with 
counterfeit assessments, excessive 
loans are pressed into countries, how 
bribes or threats are used to make gov-
ernments credit-prone. Those poli-
ticians who continue to be reluctant 
suffer fatal accidents, such as the pres-
idents Torrijos (Panama), Roldos (Ec-
uador), Allende (Chile) and others.

  “The new form of world conquest 
only consists of the fact that it no longer 
primarily uses military forces to subju-
gate peoples, but first presses excessive 
loans on them, in order to then gain fi-
nancial and economic control over a 
people by means of its debts and over-
drafts (debt and interest servitude). The 
result is the same: in both ways, peo-
ples are made permanent tributary and 
dependent vassals.”4

  “The US high finance domination of 
the world by means of unrestrained 
printed money, loans and interest rates, 
is the new form of imperialism, which 

Eberhard Hamer 
(picture ma)

Goldman Sachs in the  
Ministry of German Finance

cc. On 19 March the Minister of Fi-
nance and Vice-Chancellor, Olaf 
Scholz, announced that Jörg Kukies 
(50) will be responsible for European 
Policy and for Financial Market Policy. 
Kukies directs along with Wolfgang 
Fink the US Investment Bank Goldman 
Sachs in Germany and Austria. Before-
hand, he had worked for this bank 
in London and Frankfurt am Main  
since 2001.

* Prof Dr Eberhard Hamer is founder of the 
Middle Class Institute Hanover as well as au-
thor and publisher of numerous books, includ-
ing “Was tun, wenn der Crash kommt? Wie si-
chere ich mein Vermögen oder Unternehmen?” 
(“What should we do when the crash comes? 
How do I secure my assets or business?”), 10th 
edition 2008, and “Visionen 2050. Wohin steu-
ern wir? Trends und Prognosen für Deutschland 
und Europa”, 2016 (“Visions 2050. Where are 
we heading? Trends and Forecasts for Germany 
and Europe”).
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”The next crash has been planned” 
continued from page 1

is built on debt rather than on bayonets 
and has thus subjected more than 100 
countries in the world.”5

  “To spare the subjugated states the 
embarrassment of being called subser-
vient, Washington officially designates 
its vassals as ‘allies’, which suggests an 
independence that these countries do 
not possess.”6

Constantly newly printed  
illusion money

 As a result, all participants are inter-
linked and interdependent financially: 
the financial syndicate must constantly 
create new loans with constantly newly-
printed illusion money, while the states 
must constantly borrow new money (so 
that by now the highest global debt of 
all time has been reached). Also the 
banks are not only brokers of central 
bank money to the states, but they also 
speculate with paper money – with ever 
less restraint and on the basis of the ex-
ploding money supply. Yet none of the 
players can afford to let any of the oth-
ers default, because a single hole would 
make the entire financial bubble burst. 
And this is also the reason why one of 
the “investors” belonging to US high fi-
nance takes back HSH Nordbank, but 
not its debts, which are split off and 
socialised, in order to preserve debt 
bondage.

Pattern for the inevitable crash 
– The HSH Nordbank deal is likely to be 

a model for the inevitable crash of the 
financial bubble: unscrupulous bank-
ers and fiscal policy makers who are 
“influenced”, controlled or even bribed 
by high finance, have long since, in in-
fringement of all bank-, financial and 
state laws, built up towers of debts and 
loans (derivative volume 600 trillion 
dollars, debt 200 trillion dollars, gross 
world GDP, in comparison, only 80 tril-
lion dollars). Once this bubble bursts, ...

•	 the	necessary	devaluation	(currency	re-
form) would deprive all private credi-
tors in the world, but would free central 
banks (especially the FED) from debts,

•	 The	illusory	affluence	based	on	pseudo-
money in the indebted countries would 
collapse (Obama: “One must under-
stand that a good part of this wealth was 
an illusion from the start.”) In this way, 
the population of debtor states ruined by 
high-finance would be impoverished, the 
private banks abused for the explosion 
of the money supply would be plunged 
into ruin, and many indebted countries 
would go bankrupt. Yet high finance 
will be the prosperity winner of this 
crash, because in this event they can-
not only write off their monetary debt 
(currency reform), but they have also 
made sure in good time beforehand that, 
for example, in Europe, it will not be a 
national bankruptcy taking place, but 
a whole EU bankruptcy (through debt, 
joint liability and financial union, and 

the stability mechanism ESM) and that 
the crash, as the 1929 one, will serve to 
further concentrate assets with the US fi-
nancial syndicate. The latter will again, 
as in 1929, increase its real prosperity 
(minus debt) and be the winner of the 
new great world financial crash.

Winners and Losers
As with HSH Nordbank, the bankers 
trusted by the financial syndicate will 
continue to withstand the collapse of their 
banks caused by them. Likewise, fis-
cal policy makers directed by the finan-
cial syndicate (Juncker, Draghi, and their 
troops) will leave the battlefield with pen-
sions secured by taxpayers.

All the corrupt, criminal, and unscrupu-
lous players of the financial casino (high 
finance clique, central banks, banks, debt 
states) will emerge from the game as the 
clear winners. The losers, on the other 
hand, are the taxpayers of this and the 
next generation, the owners of medium-
sized businesses, employees, savers and 
pensioners. And once again: outrageous 
profits were privatised, but all the debt 
consequences were socialised in “shared 
responsibility” (Merkel).  •
1 Paul, Ron, “Befreit die Welt von der US-Noten-

bank” (“Free the World from the US Federal 
Reserve”), 2010, p. 8

2 Paul, Ron, ibid, p. 18
3 Hamer, Eberhard, “Der Welt-Geldbetrug” (“The 

World Money Fraud”), 2007, page 39
4 Hamer, Eberhard, ibid, p. 39
5 Hamer, Eberhard, ibid, p. 49

(Translation Current Concerns)
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OSCE report largely confirms correct election process
Vladimir Putin elected with 76 per cent of the votes

Rl. Vladimir Putin was re-elected Pres-
ident of the Russian Federation on 
18 March 2018 with 76.69% of the votes 
cast. Voter turnout was around 67%. The 
second-placed candidate is the commu-
nist Pawel Grudinin, he was able to tie in 
11.77%. The clear election outcome leaves 
no doubt. Even small irregularities or a 
harder election campaign do not invali-
date the election result.

The election result
For Putin it is the best result in a presi-
dential election. He had received 52.9% in 
the 2000 election, 71.3% in the 2004 elec-
tion and 64.4% in 2012. Putin – in these 
difficult times for Russia – was trusted by 
the Russian people, to rule the country for 
another six years. It cannot be overlooked 
that he succeeded in getting the country 
out of the deep valley of the 1990s/2000s 
and stabilising it. Even in the difficult to-
day’s foreign policy situation, most of the 
voting people see in Putin a guarantee for 
a secure future. One must never forget 
that this country has been attacked twice 
in the past decades and a large part has 
been devastated and millions of people 
have lost their closest relatives.

Russia bashing in the west
But to the coverage of the Russian elec-
tions in the West: It was not to be over-
looked that as part of the since 2014 on-
going anti-Russia campaign by Western 
governments and the associated media 
in the run-up to the election and even 
after the election obtrusively was dis-
seminated the insinuation the elec-
tion was not free and democratic. There 
were almost exclusively negative reports 
about the election. Every little irregu-
larity was exaggerated. In parallel, the 
Russian government has been accused 
of poisoning a former agent in the UK. 
The suspicion that deliberately a negative 
mood is created cannot be dismissed for  a 
long time. (see page 5, “Nato and EU es-
calating …”)

OSCE report as ammunition
The accusation that the elections are un-
free and undemocratic should eventually 
be “proven” by an OSCE report. It cer-
tainly plays a role here that the OSCE en-
joys a good reputation. As an alliance of 
57 states, it is considered an independent 

institution outside the “Western” alliance. 
Right after the Russian election, “SRF”, 
“Neue Zürcher Zeitung” and various other 
media reported that the OSCE had con-
demned the election. Just hours after the 
election, an online lexicon summarised 
the OSCE report and press reports: “The 
OSCE Election Observation Mission la-
mented on the day after the election that 
there was no real competition. There was 
therefore virtually no choice in the vote. 
The polls were marked by pressure on 
critical voices, the election observers in 
Moscow said: ‘An election without true 
competition, as we have seen, is not the 
right choice’, the OSCE said in a state-
ment. The election observers had regis-
tered undue pressure on voters who had 
been exercised to increase voter turnout. 
According to the OSCE, there have been 
cases of serious irregularities such as mul-
tiple voting and group voting.”1

What also is in the OSCE report
Anyone who has read the preliminary 
report of the OSCE Office for Demo-
cratic Institutions and Human Rights 
(ODIHR) on the presidential elections 
in Russia,2 has to realise that the on-
line entry, which refers itself among 
other things to the “Neue Zürcher Zei-
tung” – again referring to the OSCE Re-
port – does not reflect all the content. 
The report clearly states the problems 
of the Russian election, for example, 
that the incumbent Putin was given spe-
cial treatment on state television, while 
his opponent Grudinin was rather poor. 
Vladimir Putin does not appear in tele-
vision debates, which is interpreted as a 

protection. But in the other media (print 
media, radio, and online media) pre-
vails pretty much an equal treatment. 
On Election Day itself, there are some 
organisational issues and a few scams. 
But in general, the electoral process 
was described as good to very good. 
So the opposite of what has been made 
in most media of the OSCE report. 
Unfortunately, as with many other sourc-
es before, many media have to admit that 
if someone wants to discredit an election, 
he should not refer to the OSCE as the 
source!

One-sided media?
In any case, a little more restraint would 
be appropriate, if, for example, one 
only thinks of the US presidential elec-
tion in 2000, in which thousands of de-
cisive votes disappeared (election of 
George W. Bush in Florida), or even by 
what dubious means (US election cam-
paign 2016) was and will be worked. 
Even the obvious disadvantage of some 
parties in Germany or other EU states 
gives more to it than thinking. That is 
certainly no reason to lower the require-
ments for democratic elections, but it is 
an opportunity to reflect on the tasks of 
the media in a democracy. But it is also an 
opportunity to reflect on how the people 
themselves can be more directly involved 
in the important decisions of a country.  •
1 https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki 

Pr%C3%A4sidentschaftswahl_in_Russ-
land _2018#cite_note-osce 375670-46 from 
22.3.2018

2 https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/russia/ 
375670?download=true from 22.3.2018

Rank Candidate Votes % 

1. Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin 56 411 688 76,69 

2. Pavel Nikolayevich Grudinin  8 659 052 11,77

3. Vladimir Volfovich Zhirinovsky  4 155 022   5,65 

4. Ksenia Anatolyevna Sobchak  1 237 692   1,68 

5. Grigory Alexeyevich Yavlinsky     769 618   1,05 

6. Boris Yurievich Titov     556 829   0,76 

7. Maxim Alexandrovich Suraykin     499 306   0,68 

8. Sergey Nikolayevich Baburin     478 937   0,65 

Invalid/blank votes     790 788   1,08 
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Washington wrecks cyber security talks
by Arkady Savitsky, military analyst in St Peterburg, Russia

Cybersecurity (CS) is the latest frontier 
in warfare. Much has been said about 
the need to work out certain rules to pre-
vent an “unfettered arms race” and “com-
bat operations” in this domain. Last year, 
Russia and the US agreed to discuss these 
issues and form a working group. The 
need for a joint approach to the problem 
during a telephone exchange between 
the two presidents. US pundits have dis-
cussed it in depth.

Many hopes were pinned on these Rus-
sia-US cyber talks. If they could get off 
the ground, they would be viewed as a 
light at the end of the tunnel. Negotiations 
over strategies in regard to this “fifth do-
main” might expand to also include land, 
air, sea, and space. It took a lot of effort 
to reach an agreement to hold a dialog on 
February 27-28 in Geneva. Experts had 
been impatiently waiting for the two pow-
ers to address this burning issue.

The whole world heard National Secu-
rity Advisor H. R. McMaster claiming at 
the Munich Security Conference in Feb-
ruary that the US was ready for such talks. 
Russia had initiated the efforts to reach an 
agreement aimed at restricting military 
operations in cyberspace. The 17-member 
Russian delegation arrived in Switzerland 
ready to roll up their sleeves, buckle down, 
and work hard to tackle the issue and get 
something accomplished, but Washington 
torpedoed the consultations. It informed 
Moscow that its delegation was not com-
ing. It was a last-minute pull out.

That’s pretty tacky! You talk to some-
one and reach an accord, but then when 
the time comes to do what had been 
agreed upon, your counterpart simply 
doesn’t show up at the scheduled meeting 
with no advance notice! This isn’t some-
thing we’re used to seeing in diplomacy. 
Or is this a new trend in the evolution of 
international diplomatic protocol?

As a result, Moscow cut off the Rus-
sian-US consultations on strategic stabil-
ity and bilateral relations that were slat-

ed to begin March 6-7 in Vienna. Russia 
has called for a broad international ef-
fort to prevent the militarization of cy-
berspace. The lessons learned from im-
plementing the 1972 INCSEA Agreement 
[Prevention of Incidents On and Over the 
High Seas] and the 1989 DMA Agreement 
[Prevention of Dangerous Military Activ-
ities] could help guide this work. Sever-
al European NATO members have shown 
their interest in joining the cybersecurity 
negotiations. But the US stymied the pro-
cess, at least in a Russia-NATO format. 
It’s a pity, because the issue could have 
become part of a broader Russia-NATO 
and OSCE agenda.

Cyber Security is an area in which 
agreements can be reached. For instance, 
Russia and China signed an agreement 
on Cyber Security in 2015. Their deal on 
cyber security could serve as an example 
for other states that are willing to join in 
those efforts. The only initiative aimed at 
tackling Cyber Security on a global level 
was launched by the Shanghai Coopera-
tion Organization in 2015. It did not go 
far because of the West’s reluctance to 
discuss it.

In 2013, Russia and the US came up 
with a package of agreements that includ-
ed the exchange of information and emer-
gency response teams. They agreed to use 
the operational nuclear hotline to also ad-
dress cyber emergencies. It never got off 
the ground. The dialog was suspended in 
2014 after Crimea joined the Russian Fed-
eration.

On February 27 in Geneva the process 
could have been given a new lease on 

life. The first-ever non-aggression pact in 
the cybersphere could have been signed 
and it could have had room to grow. Once 
Moscow had agreements in place with 
both parties, Russia could have acted as 
a link between Washington and Beijing. 
America and Russia could have come 
together to draft an international agree-
ment, outlining universal rules to regu-
late cyber operations on a global level. 
After all, the protection of critical infra-
structure, such as power and water sup-
plies, against cyberattacks is an issue of 
common interest, which requires joint ef-
forts, regardless of any political divisions 
or affiliations.

Without curbs on cyberwarfare, cyber 
operations might spiral out of control. With-
out established rules, we could see danger-
ous consequences. Hostilities could spill 
over into other areas. In 2001, the US left 
the 1972 ABM Treaty. Seventeen years later 
it was surprised to discover that all those 
years of missile-defense efforts had gone 
down the drain and that Russia is now lead-
ing the superweapons race. On March 1, 
President Putin elaborated on this issue 
in his address to the Federal Assembly. A 
few days ago, the US missed its chance to 
address the problem of cyberwarfare. It’s 
quite possible that eventually it will find it-
self lagging behind in this area as well. And 
maybe one day it will appreciate the wis-
dom that can be gained by learning one’s 
lessons and seizing opportunities.  •

Source: https://www.strategic-culture.org/
news/2018/03/07/washington-wrecks-cyber-secu-
rity-talks.html from 7 March 2018

“The first-ever non-aggression pact in the cybersphere could 
have been signed and it could have had room to grow. Once 
Moscow had agreements in place with both parties, Russia 
could have acted as a link between Washington and Beijing.”
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continued on page 6

NATO and EU are escalating the “Bogeyman Russia”
by Karl Müller

In the run-up to the Russian elections 
which were a great success for the Pres-
ident and only a few weeks before the 
Football World Cup in Russia, accusa-
tions against the country and its Pres-
ident have reached a level far beyond 
what we got used to during the first Cold 
War. What is the objective of the politi-
cal elites in NATO and EU? Why are they 
progressing along the escalation spiral? 
What needs to be said about the genesis 
of this conflict? It’s high time to come to 
one’s senses!

Although other – also German – authors 
have presented other facts,1 the majori-
ty of the political elites in the NATO and 
EU states stick to their storyline: Rus-
sia is to be presented as an evil aggressor 
which the “free world” needs to confront 
head-on. Whenever these “elites” are fac-
ing dissent, like e.g. the CDU politician 
and member of the EU parliament Elmar 
Brok (Deutschlandfunk, 19 March 2018), 
they turn rude, abusive and authoritarian. 
Their messages are blunt and it seems like 
they are aware that they are not telling the 
truth but their crude slogans are meant to 
intimidate and to silence other opinions. 
They are supported by most of the leading 
media and by media-aware “experts”. The 
constant propaganda against Russia and 
mainly against the just re-elected Presi-
dent Putin has a paranoid touch. But it is 
paranoia with a purpose.

What has really happened?
This is why it is essential to remember the 
real lines of development even though it 
means to repeat oneself over and over. But 
the efforts of Russia’s enemies to with-
hold and cover up the origin of the con-
flict are huge. Historical thinking is not 

wanted; flashlights loaded with emotions 
are meant to shut off reason. 

It would be necessary to go far afield 
– some of the authors do this – and to 
throw some light on the British and US-
American strategy for global power dur-
ing the past 150 years. Here we only want 
to sketch, with a few brush strokes, the 
development after the dissolution of the 
Warsaw Pact and the Soviet Union.

After the supposed end of the Cold 
War many people started to hope for a fu-
ture living together in peace, freedom and 
equality. The Paris Declaration of the 
Conference for Security and Co-operation 
in Europe (CSCE, today OSCE), adopted 
in November 1990, still with the partici-
pation of the Soviet Union, expressed this 
clearly.

Since 1991 the US are striving  
to be the only global power

But as early as in the second Gulf War 
in 1991 the US political and military 
leadership showed what they were real-
ly striving for: for a “New World Order” 
according to US-American ideas and 
for a US-American access to the central 
reserves of raw materials of the world. 
After 1991 the US wanted to be the he-
gemon, the only superpower. And it is 
not a coincidence that the German trans-
lation of the former US Security Advisor 
Zbigniew Brzezinski’s book “The Grand 
Chessboard” was titled exactly like this: 
“The only superpower”. The German 
subtitle “America’s strategy for suprem-
acy” was not an expression of criticism 
but the attempt to describe precisely the 
US-American ambitions accepted in the 
West. The others should comply. That 
the US-American Neo-Conservatives’ 
project of the late 1990s was named 

“Project for a New American Century” 
was fully matching this line.

Russia was experiencing  
the worst phase of its history

This affected also the successor states of 
the Soviet Union including Russia. The 
USA claimed huge amounts of Russian 
raw materials; the country was subject-
ed to a market radical “Shock Doctrine” 
(Naomi Klein2); US-American and other 
Western NGOs and media started their 
attempt to dominate the public opinion 
of the country; violent Islamist separa-
tists were supported and there were even 
US-American plans to divide the coun-
try. Similar as in Anglo-Saxon geopoliti-
cal plans from the early 20th century, there 
was one thing that should be prevented by 
all means: an independent countervail-
ing power on the Eurasian Continent op-
posing the US (and their Anglo-Saxon al-
lies), for example a close cooperation of 
other European states, led by Germany 
and France, with Russia. Already under 
the Soviet President Gorbachev, the Rus-
sian side has spoken of the “Common Eu-
ropean House”. This was to be prevented 
by all means.

Turning point with the first  
presidential term of Vladimir Putin

Russia itself had to pay a high price; the 
1990s were among the worst in the history 
of the country. This changed with the pol-
itics of the new President Vladimir Putin 
at the beginning of the new century. This 
was realised quickly by the US-American 
side. Early in the new century Brzezinski 
railed in articles and interviews against the 
new Russian President and his politics, “re-

ISBN 978-3-89438-650-4ISBN 978-3-94300-712-1 ISBN 978-3-40671-412-2
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minded” Russia of its role in the game and 
warned from the Russian claim to be ac-
cepted as an equal power. Neo-conserva-
tive politicians of the George W. Bush ad-
ministration showed up in the Baltic States, 
stirring anti-Russian sentiments. The Baltic 
and other former Warsaw Pact states had 
already been scheduled for NATO and EU 
and were now “integrated” step by step. 
The NATO border came closer to Russia 
and even in the former European and Asian 
autonomous republics of the Soviet Union, 
“colour revolutions” were meant to install 
anti-Russian regimes.

Putin’s Munich Speech 2007
The obvious public turning point in East-
West relations after 1990 was marked by 
Russian President Putin’s speech to the 
Munich Security Conference in Febru-
ary 2007.3 Putin made it clear that Rus-
sia is striving for equality in the world of 
states, is demanding compliance with the 
UN Charter and international law and is 
no longer willing to accept the policy of 
the USA and NATO, which does not care 
about any legal principles. Pro memoria: 
After a decade that destroyed Yugoslavia 
in 1999, NATO had waged a war against 
the remaining Federal Republic of Yugo-
slavia, which was linked to Russia, in vio-
lation of international law, and the USA has 
built up a huge military base in Kosovo that 
is directed against Russia: Camp Bonds-
teel. After the beginning of the NATO war 
against Afghanistan in 2001, in which Rus-
sia first even offered its support, Russia was 
flooded with Afghan narcotics, and in the 
same year the USA terminated the ABM 
Treaty because they wanted to set up their 
missile defence system, which was direct-
ed against Russian missiles from the out-
set, in Eastern Europe. In the same year, 
the US government also announced its end-

less war “against terrorism” and against a 
supposed “axis of evil”. In 2003 a “coali-
tion of the willing” under the leadership 
of the USA had started a war against Iraq 
in violation of international law, already in 
2004 there was a first coup attempt in the 
Ukraine (“Orange Revolution”) ... and so 
on and so forth.

Even the chaos in the Middle East  
is part of the deployment plan

Developments in the Middle East also 
have something to do with relations be-
tween the West and Russia. Aktham Suli-
man, whose book “War and Chaos in the 
Middle East. An Arab View”, presented in 
Current Concerns No 6 of 13 March, ad-
dresses in its final chapter the question of 
the purpose of the chaos instigated by the 
USA and its allies and interestingly writes 
that all this has one primary purpose: to 
be an important component of a ‘Third 
World War’ – against Russia.

The USA, NATO and the EU have not 
taken the Russian President’s 2007 warn-
ing seriously. On the contrary: the USA, 
NATO and following behind the EU stuck 
to their goal of weakening and excluding 
Russia4 – despite all the good business that 
they naturally enjoyed doing. Long before 
2014 the Russian President was compared 
to Hitler and Stalin by exposed figures 
like Brzezinski.5 Further sources of fire 
caused by NATO and EU states and fur-
ther burnt earth followed: Georgia, Libya, 
Syria, Yemen, Ukraine … Hardly anything 
is true of what our political “elites” pub-
licly say to these countries. It is always 
about something completely different, and 
there is still no sign of a reversal; on the 
contrary.

Wouldn’t it be better  
to solve the own problems  

instead of playing with fire?
What is most interesting about the devel-
opment of the past 25 years is that Rus-

sia’s enemies are acting from a position 
of military strength, but also from a posi-
tion of fundamental economic and social 
problems and social and cultural decay. 
The list is long. Wouldn’t it be much bet-
ter to do everything possible to finally 
make their own countries doing better 
again – solid, honest and not at the ex-
pense of others – instead of playing with 
fire? •

1 For example: Bröckers, Mathias; Schreyer, Paul. 
Wir sind die Guten. Ansichten eines Putin-
verstehers oder wie uns die Medien manipuli-
eren. 2014; Thoden, Ronald; Schiffer, Sabine 
(Hg.). Ukraine im Visier. Russlands Nachbar 
als Zielscheibe geostrategischer Interessen. 
2014; Krone-Schmalz, Gabriele. Russland ver-
stehen. Der Kampf um die Ukraine und die Ar-
roganz des Westens. 2015; Hofbauer, Hannes. 
Feindbild Russland, Geschichte einer Dä-
monisierung. 2016; Wimmer, Willy. Die Akte 
Moskau. 2016; Krone-Schmalz, Gabriele. Eis-
zeit. Wie Russland dämonisiert wird und warum 
das so gefährlich ist. 2017; und ganz neu im 
März erschienen: Kronauer, Jörg. Meinst Du, 
die Russen wollen Krieg? Russland, der Westen 
und der zweite Kalte Krieg. 2018. 

2 Klein, Naomi. The Shock Doctrine. The Rise of 
Disaster Capitalism. 2007; with regard to Russia 
see especially pp. 246–262 

3 The fact that even before Vladimir Putin took of-
fice the Russian government no longer agreed with 
the policy of the USA and NATO became apparent 
at the start of NATO’s war of aggression against 
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia in March 1999, 
which was contrary to international law. The then 
Russian Prime Minister Primakov was on his way 
to the USA at the start of the war and immediate-
ly stopped his trip when he learned of the blatant 
breach of international law by NATO.

4 This is precisely what the former State Secretary 
in the German Ministry of Defence and then Vice-
President of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly, 
Willy Wimmer, who attended a conference in Brati-
slava, Slovakia, was shocked to discover as early 
as April 2000. His letter to the German Chancellor 
Schröder is a central source of contemporary his-
tory. It can be found for example at: https://www.
nachdenkseiten.de/?p=22855

5 For example, in an interview with the German 
daily “Die Welt” on 11 August 2008: “Zbigniew 
Brzezinski: ‘Russia‘s actions are similar to Hit-
ler’s’”
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Preservation of Swiss agriculture – neither nostalgic 
nor unworldly, but a requirement of time

by Dr iur. Marianne Wüthrich

What is more important for our country: 
expansion of export markets for indus-
try and large corporations or protection 
of Swiss farmers? Should Switzerland go 
into free trade agreements including ag-
ricultural products and thus help indus-
try to increase its exports? Or should it 
support healthy and sustainable domes-
tic food production and apply the same 
yardstick to imported products by means 
of correspondingly high customs tariffs? 

Serious decisions are pending in this 
area. In the spring session, the Council 
of States commented on the “Fair Food 
Initiative” and the “Initiative for Food 
Sovereignty”. The referendum will still 
take place this year. The Federal Coun-
cil is negotiating free trade agreements 
with various states, for example with Ma-
laysia and Indonesia as well as the Mer-
cosur states (Brazil, Argentina, Para-
guay and Uruguay). The agricultural 
agreement with the EU, which the Fed-
eral Council has long been aiming for, 
is part of its current negotiating dossier. 

In fact, however, an either/or question miss-
es the point. Of course, Switzerland as a lo-
cation for business should prosper – which 
has been the case for a long time – of course 
Switzerland as a small state in the heart of 
Europe is open to the world and always in 
cooperation and exchange with other coun-
tries and their companies. But the inclini-
ation of some politicians and association 
leaders to “open markets” in order to be able 
to participate in the world of boundless glo-
balised corporations has nothing to do with 
responsibility for Switzerland or the well-
being of the population. The market econ-
omy must remain socially embedded, and 
agriculture is an indispensable part of it. It 
exists not only for its own sake, but also as a 
mainstay for the highest possible self-suffi-
ciency and thus as a prerequisite for the in-
dependence and sovereignty of the country, 
as far as it is at all possible in today’s world. 
Only on this basis can we as citizens and 
consumers also monitor the health and sus-
tainability of agricultural production.

Open road for free trade  
in agriculture?  

The sovereign has the last word 
On 27 February 2018, the Council of States, 
as second chamber, rejected the Fair Food 
Initiative (“for healthy, environmentally 
friendly and fairly produced food”) massive-
ly with 32 to 3 votes1 on 12 March, the initia-
tive “for food sovereignty, agriculture affects 
us all” even unanimously.2 This is intend-
ed to complete the trickery of the Federal 

Council and parliamentary majority, which 
unfortunately led on 24 September 2017 to a 
“yes” by the citizens to the counter-propos-
al to the initiative of the Farmers’ Union.3 
Each of the two current initiatives can pre-
vent the opening of borders for free trade in 
agriculture. We citizens have the opportuni-
ty to stop the disastrous line of approach of 
the Federal Council and Parliament with a 
“Yes” to the Fair Food Initiative and/or to 
the Initiative for Food Security – before the 
end of this year.

Federal Council doesn’t mince its 
words: Swiss agriculture is to be  

sacrificed for “free trade”.
In its “Synopsis for the mid-term develop-
ment of agricultural policy” of 1 Novem-
ber 20174, the Federal Council presents on 
85 pages its visions for the future of Swit-
zerland and its agriculture, which it strives 
for together with its administrative team 
and the heads of several trade associations 
and think tanks such as Avenir Suisse.

It reads: “AP22+ (Agricultural Poli-
cy after 2022] is developed for a period 
in which bilateral and regional free trade 
agreements are negotiated between Swit-
zerland (or EFTA) and third party coun-
tries or groups of countries (for example 
Mercosur)”. (p. 50) “The trade barriers 
for agricultural goods are to be reduced 
through mutual market opening within 
the framework of free trade agreements in 
order to create new export potential for ag-
ricultural products, foodstuffs and indus-
trial products”. (Synopsis, p. 49) 

Switzerland, with its small-scale ag-
riculture and high standards of environ-
mental protection and animal welfare, has 
to change and integrate into the bound-
less globalised world by means of so-
called “free trade agreements” – which in 
reality lead away from the freedom and 
strong political rights of the Swiss popu-
lation. To open up the market to the Mer-
cosur countries alone would mean a fur-

ther severe slump for Swiss agricultural 
production.

In a way these agreements would be a 
test run for the long-planned agricultur-
al agreement with the EU, which has been 
placed on hold since 2010 “due to open in-
stitutional questions and internal political 
resistance”. (Synopsis, p. 46) Today it is 
part of the ongoing negotiations with Brus-
sels. The Federal Council is also consider-
ing joining TTIP if the EU and the USA 
still reach a trade agreement. (synopsis, p. 
47) Opening up our borders to a “partner” 
who, by definition, builds its relations with 
other states on a win-lose strategy? Rather 
a genuine free trade with the USA, which 
runs perfectly today without any agree-
ment, so National Councillor Maya Graf in 
the telecast SRF-Arena of 2 March 2018.

What does this leave the Swiss farmers 
in the “Synopsis”? 

According to the Federal Council, they 
should “stand their ground in more open 
markets” by means of so-called structural 
change, in which half of them is to give up 
their family business (and go on the dole? 
or mow the lawn of golf courses?), while 
the other half should cultivate areas twice 
as large and would have corresponding-
ly lower costs thanks to the legendary but 
unrealistic “fusion synergies”. (Synopsis, 
p. 53) The bonmot of Schneider-Ammann 
has become famous, that for the same area 
it took only one tractor instead of two …

In fact, according to the Federal Coun-
cil’s market opening scenarios (with Mer-
cosur and especially with the EU), Swiss 
farmers would have nothing more to laugh 
about: Domestic production prices would 
collapse massively and at the same time the 
federal government’s financial support for 
agriculture would be limited to 5 to 10 years 
and reduced linearly to zero during this pe-
riod. (Synopsis, pp. 52–55) The farm-

continued on page 8

“Wake up call from the South” 
(WOZ* from 1. March 2018)

 “Does Swiss agriculture have to accept 
losses so that the Mercosur states can 
grow? A call to Paraguay shows that this 
is definitely not about international soli-
darity”. Agronomist and university lectur-
er Miguel Lovera “harshly criticises the free 
trade plans. […] Selling more beef helps 
the agricultural sector – but it is controlled 
by transnational corporations like Cargill, 
says Lovera. Increased demand for beef 
and soya from Europe would make it more 
difficult for the peasantry to sustain a vital 

size of land. In addition, the environment 
would suffer damage from increasing de-
forestation.”
* Swiss Weekly Magazine

“Eradication of alpine  
farming” (”Schweizer Bauer“  

from 29. November 2017)
“Only a few prospects in global competi-
tion are left for the variety of small-struc-
tured farms in Switzerland with their tradi-
tionally cultivated summering areas.” 

Schweizerischer Alpwirtschaftlicher 
Verband  SAV 

(Translation Current Concerns)
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“Unfortunately it is also a matter of ideology (left-green against right)”
 Conversation with the member of the National Council and organic farmer Maya Graf (Green Party, BL)

mw. As a parliamen-
tarian and member 
of the Green Party 
Maya Graf has been 
fighting for the pro-
motion of healthy 
and sustainable pro-
duction for years. 
She was significant-
ly involved in the 
GM (genetical ly 
modified)-free initi-

ative in 2005 which was accepted with 55,7 
% of all votes and by all cantons and has 
saved us from GM-food until today. Today 
she is co-president of the Fair Food Initia-
tive committee. Like many members of the 
Green Party Maya Graf opposes an agri-
culture agreement with the EU and other 
states. Current Concerns had the opportu-
nity to pose some questions to Maya Graf 
concerning the current agricultural politics. 

Current Concerns: Ms Graf, why was the 
counterproposal to the fair-food initia-
tive* rejected in both councils?
Maya Graf: There are different reasons. Al-
ready the Federal Council unfortunately 
renounced a counterproposal and an indi-
rect counterproposal (amendments). The 
economy and the major distributors resist 
to accept new regulations. Unfortunately 
it is also a matter of ideology (left-green 
against right) what is absolutely not under-
standable because the Fair Food Initiative 
doesn’t want prohibitions but the promo-
tion of sustainably produced food in-coun-
try and from abroad. It promotes the com-
petition for quality instead of ruinous price 
dumping at the expense of man, environ-
ment and animal. We import 60 % of our 
daily food. We have a responsibility.

Was one reason for the refusal of the coun-
terproposal that it could be accepted by the 
people?

No, I think the bourgeois majority in Fed-
eral Council and parliament is convinced 
that the Fair-Food-Initiative doesn’t come 
through in a referendum. It’s true that ini-
tiatives in this domain unfortunately have 
difficulties. Besides the GM-initiative 2005 
which was broad-based, no initiative has 
been successful. But the Fair Food Initiative 
is very much appreciated because the citi-
zens want healthy and fair produced food 
and want to be informed transparently. For 
many people, in particular young people, 
today it makes a difference what we eat, 
where the food comes from and how it is 
produced on site.

How do you in comparison to that explain 
the very clear vote on the motion Grin (to 
take palm oil out of the negotiations with 
Malaysia)?
The palm oil matter is politically broad based 
because it links environmental and develop-
mental organisations with rural organisa-
tions in Switzerland. These have different in-
terests. Left-green doesn’t want to have any 
destruction of the environment and the rain-
forest in Malaysia and Indonesia. The peas-
ants don’t want competition by palm oil to 
their rape seed oil cultivated and worked 
up in Switzerland. Common interest is, not 
to weaken the peasantry (peasant families) 
neither in Malaysia/Indonesia nor in Switzer-
land and to advocate together for a sustain-
able development here and everywhere.

Will the palm oil discussion contribute that 
the Mercosur negotiations in the Councils 
will be pursued more critically?
Palm oil does not matter concerning the con-
tent of Mercosur. But yes, with this vote the 
National Council has shown that it is definite-
ly critical of the free trade. And it has signal-
ised that the Federal Council by all means 
must realise the new Article 104 a lit. d in the 
case of new free trade agreements. This says 
that in the case of transboundary commercial 

relations in the food and agricultural sector 
the sustainable development has to be taken 
into account. In the world of today ,trade 
politics can’t only be calculated economical-
ly. The consequences for the general society, 
on natural resources and our climate are the 
order of the day. And Switzerland has com-
mitted itself thereto with the Paris climate 
protection agreement and the implementa-
tion of the UN-sustainability goals as a whole.
Thank you Ms National Councillor for this 
conversation.
*The Fair Food Initiative was launched by 
the Green Party

(Interview: Marianne Wüthrich)

Member of the National Coun-
cil, Maya Graf, in the “Arena“ 

(Swiss political talk show)  
from 2 March 2018

“Trade always has been important 
for Switzerland, but goods as watch-
es are not comparable with food. Food 
always is bound up with the soil, the 
environment and the climate. We de-
mand quality and sustainable develop-
ment, for example no cattle fattening 
with GM-food or long transits”.

“The Federal Council has to have in 
mind both: industry and agriculture”.

“We have to talk about the 
‘Synapsis’ of the Federal Council. He 
brings free trade and the opening of 
the borders into play instead of in-
country sustainability and sufficient in-
comes for the farmers“.

“Steaks from South America we can 
buy even today, but they are more ex-
pensive because of the high tariffs. 
The tariff curbs and brings quality con-
trols“.

Maya Graf  
(picture wikipedia)

ers’ income would then “recover relatively 
quickly due to structural changes” – that is, 
because there would only be half as many 
farms with twice the area! (Synopsis, p. 59)

What a mockery to expect us to play 
such number games just to wear down 
the population for so-called “free trade 
agreements” which have nothing to do 
with freedom. What disregard for Swiss 
farmers! As if the importance of agricul-
ture alone could be measured by its share 
(below 1%) of the GDP … 

Free trade agreement  
with the Mercosur countries: 

Fatal consequences for farmers in 
Switzerland and South America

The EFTA states (Norway, Liechtenstein, 
Iceland, Switzerland) have had a coopera-

tion agreement with Mercosur states (Ar-
gentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and 
then Venezuela) since 2000.5 Trade has 
developed continuously since then. Just 
because the EU Commission wants a com-
prehensive free trade agreement with Mer-
cosur, should Switzerland join? Not a very 
convincing argument!

In fact, Swiss industrial exports to the 
Mercosur countries are substantial, while 
the value of imports is much lower. 

Extracts from the Swiss balance of 
trade:
– Swiss exports to Argentina 2017: 711 

million euros (of which pharmaceuti-
cal products 407 million, machinery 72 
million, watches 41 million […])

– Swiss imports from Argentina 2017: 
87 million euros (including beverag-
es, spirits, vinegar 17 million, meat 13 
million, cereals 6.4 million, specialities 
such as honey 3.4 million)

http://trade.efta.int/#/country-graph/
CH/AR/2017/HS2

– Swiss exports to Brazil 2017: 2009 mil-
lion euros (of which pharmaceutical 
products 1012 million, organic chem-
icals 457 million, machinery 134 mil-
lion)

– Swiss imports from Brazil 2017: 514 
million euros (including coffee, tea, 
maté, spices 148 million, meat 50 mil-
lion) 

– http://trade.efta.int/#/country-graph/
CH/BR/2017/HS2

It is understandable that the South Amer-
icans want to sell more agricultural prod-
ucts to Switzerland. It also makes sense to 
meet our demand for coffee, tea or spices 
from Brazil and to supplement our domestic 
grain production with imports from Argen-
tina. On the other hand, it would be absurd 

”Preservation of Swiss agriculture – …” 
continued from page 7

continued on page 9
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No palm oil from Malaysia – Surprisingly clear decision of the National Council
mw. When it became concrete, the Na-
tional Council gasped what most parlia-
mentarians did not want to admit in the 
fundamental debate on food initiatives 
and put a stop to the import of palm oil 
from Malaysia by a large majority. 

Understandably, Swiss rape and sun-
flower producers are resisting the import 
of large quantities of palm oil from Ma-
laysia. Moreover, the cultivation of palm 
oil according to the United Nations is also 
the main cause for the deforestation of 
the rainforest there and for the expulsion 
of the local population from their land.

With these reasons, National Council-
lor Jean-Pierre Grin (SVP, VD) presented 
a motion entitled “In negotiations with 
Malaysia, the Federal Council must ex-
empt palm oil from the free trade agree-
ment” (16.3332), which was adopted by 
a large majority of the National Coun-
cil in the spring session. With 140 “Yes“ 
against 35 “No” (with 10 abstentions) al-
most all councils from left to right – with 
the exception of the FDP – voted for the 
exclusion of palm oil from the contract on 
28 February 2018. Federal Councillor Jo-
hann Schneider-Ammann defended him-
self in vain with the warning that Swit-
zerland could remain outside if the EU 
concluded a similar agreement with Ma-
laysia.

It is to be hoped that the Council of 
States will support the clear majority of 
the National Council in the summer ses-

sion. (See interview with National Coun-
cillor Maya Graf)

Agricultural agreement with the EU – 
Ruin for Swiss agriculture!

It is bad enough what would happen to 
Swiss farmers and processors with agri-
cultural free trade with Malaysia or Mer-
cosur. An EU agreement on agriculture 
would have a much worse effect. This is 
because all areas of agricultural produc-
tion would be affected (around 7 per 
cent of GDP, i.e. also important for the 
economic location). 

In the “Synopsis”, the Federal Coun-
cil announces its monstrous scenari-
os in a cool manner: “Scenario 1: Com-
plete market opening in the agricultural 
sector within the framework of a free 
trade agreement with the EU”. That 
means “[...] that the border protection 
in the agricultural sector towards the 
EU will be completely dismantled with-
in one year. As a result, all trade in cul-
tural products between Switzerland and 
the EU countries will be duty-free with-
out a transition phase and the prices 
of imports of comparable aggricultural 
goods will largely fall to EU levels”. The 
consequences: “In this scenario, domes-
tic producer prices of important agricul-
tural goods […] will fall between 21% 
and 53% (milk: – 21%; chicken: – 29%; 
wheat: – 38%; tomatoes: – 45%; beef: – 
53%).”. (Synopsis, p. 52)

According to scenario 2, border pro-
tection would not be abolished within 
one year, but halved – what is to come 
later is concealed by the Federal Council 
(Synopsis, p. 54).

Imagine this disaster! Not only is some 
wheat or (palm) oil coming in, the Swiss 
agricultural market is being flooded with 
all fresh and processed food from the 28 
EU countries that we also produce here. In 
this “free competition”, our farmers, de-
spite all the “innovations” recommend-
ed by the Federal Council and despite 
“structural change”, could not possibly 
keep up – not only because of our incom-
parably higher living and wage costs, but 
also because of the strict environmental 
and animal protection laws that the peo-
ple want. Because all the waste from in-
dustrial animal factories and genetic en-
gineering food, which is banned here for 
good reasons, would also come in here.

But it gets even worse: The Federal 
Council intends to completely abolish 
the financial support for farmers with-
in a few years: “In the first year of the 
implementation of the border open-
ing, the financial volume of the accom-
panying measures will amount to CHF 
600 million. This support will [...] be re-
duced linearly within ten years (i.e. re-
duced by 60 million annually).” (Synop-
sis, p. 52) According to scenario 2,300 
million would be reduced to 0 in 5 years. 
No further comment required.

“I am a farmer, not a businessman!”
Interview with Benoît Biteau*, conducted for Figarovox by Paul Sugy

While the agricultural fair is opening 
in Paris, Benoît Biteau joins resistance. 
This farmer stands up for a different ag-
ricultural model that more strongly re-
spects the soil, the earth and the peo-
ple... at the risk of some golden calves 
such as the FNSEA (Fédération nation-
ale des syndicats d’exploitants agricoles 
= French Farmers’ Union), the WTO or 
the current requirements of CAP (Com-
mon Agricultural Policy of the EU) being 
taken to the slaughterhouse.

Figarovox: In your book you introduce 
yourself as a “farmer” and not as a 
“businessman” (exploitant). What do 
you mean by this distinction?

Benoî t  Bi teau : 
What is hidden in 
depth behind the 
lexical field of the 
term “exploitation” 
[double meaning in 
French: manage-
ment as well as ex-
ploitation] is a dis-
torted relationship 
between man and 
earth, between man 

and animal and between humans. We are 
the guardians of life, not managers. Pre-
cisely because of the appeal of violence 
in this term, I was looking for a word in 
which I find myself better: I am a farm-

er because I do not exploit anyone, but on 
the contrary, because I cooperate with life. 
This is my definition of agricultural sci-
ence: to observe the ecosystems that pro-
duce biomass, such as the forest, and then 
reproduce their logic in agriculture. In my 
book, I try to bring together all pieces of 
a big puzzle to show that all issues related 
to agriculture, food and climate are con-
nected to one another.

In your book, you tell us that you are the 
heir to a long family farming tradition. 
How has agriculture developed in the 
course of your personal history and how 

Benoît Biteau  
(picture ma)

continued on page 10

to buy large quantities of beef or chick-
en in the Mercosur countries, because we 
have enough of that ourselves. In addition, 
our animal welfare and quality regulations 
are much stricter. The “Synopsis” assumes 
that prices for beef will fall by 18 per cent 

and for chicken by 12 per cent (Synopsis, p. 
54) – catastrophic for Swiss producers, es-
pecially for mountain farmers. Apparently, 
however, the farmers in the Mercosur states 
would also have little to gain from an agree-
ment. (see p. 4 “Warning …”) • 

1 sda message. Debate in the Council of States, 
27.02.2018. Fair Food Initiative of the Greens 
comes to vote by people without a counter-pro-
posal.

2 https://www.parlament.ch/de/ratsbetrieb/amtlich-
es-bulletin/amtliches-bulletin-die-verhandlungen?
SubjectId=42755#votum1;

3 See  “Food security requires healthy domestic pro-
duction by a strong Swiss agriculture”. Current 
Concerns No. 21 of 10 September 2017; “Food 
security for the third time – let’s give it a chance!” 
Current Concerns No. 31/2017 from 15.12.2017

4 https://www.blw.admin.ch/blw/de/home/politik/
agrarpolitik/gesamtschau.html. quoted: Gesa-
mtschau (Synopsis) 

5 Press release of the Federal Department of Eco-
nomic Affairs of 12.12.2000

”Preservation of Swiss agriculture – …” 
continued from page 8
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”‘I am a farmer, not a …‘” 
continued from page 9

continued on page 11

has this heritage shaped your relationship 
with the earth?
My paternal and maternal grandparents 
have conveyed strong values to me. I have 
learned basic values from them, some 
kind of fraternal humanity, also a paci-
fist logic, because my family suffered so 
badly from the war. These values have 
been reflected in their daily lives, even 
in their farming profession. To sum up in 
one word: What these values include is re-
spect. They have made great efforts to re-
spect the resources, the animals, the soil 
… and in the backpack, which my fami-
ly history has left me, we find these seeds 
of humanity and respect. Therefore, I was 
not able to adopt the prevailing agricul-
tural model, which however, was imple-
mented by my own father. During my ca-
reer and my studies, I discovered things 
that my father undoubtedly knew noth-
ing about, but which made me think and 
gradually distanced me from the ways 
of thinking to which he had directed his 
management: the harmful effects of pes-
ticides and fertilisers, the excessive use of 
water.... It must also be said that all this 
has only been revealed by recent studies.

So you are moving in the opposite direc-
tion. What kind of agriculture do you 
practice as a farmer and as a resistance 
fighter? Against whom or against what do 
you fight?

I have decided on a balance and refused 
to immerse into the scientific logic that 
everything science invents is necessarily 
good. However, I am not against all pro-
gress. I am watching the progress which 
science holds for us and measure it by 
its contribution to the common good and 
what it means in regards to professional 
difficulties. I simply use rural common 
sense. In other words, I am planning long 
term with a global approach. It is about 
preserving the territorial balances, the re-
sources, in particular the water, because 
these days agriculture is wasting a lot. In 
fact, we need water, but crop irrigation 
must not exceed the resources available! 
Respect, here too…Using rural common 
sense also means preserving domestic bi-
odiversity, because 90% of the seeds have 
been lost in the last century… the famous 
“forbidden seeds” that Carrefour had de-
fended in a remarkable marketing cam-
paign. Agriculture also has to take care of 
its impact on the climate: 70% of the land 
is agriculture dominated, so it is obvious 
that it has a significant impact on the cli-
mate and that it is advisable to think about 
it. However, but also because agriculture 
is the first to suffer from climate change. 
Stéphane Le Fol proposed an approach 
that seemed interesting to me: To increase 

the soil organic matter rate by only 4/1000 
on all soils of the planet would be enough 
for agriculture to absorb three quarters of 
the greenhouse gases produced by human 
activities. This is a step in the right direc-
tion and can make agriculture the saviour 
of the climate.

After all, agriculture is also interest-
ed in health. If the aim is to feed consum-
ers, how can we seriously put products 
on their plates that contain pesticides that 
are harmful to our health? All the more, 
as the farmers themselves are among the 
first victims. My book is also written for 
Yannick, my childhood friend, a farmer as 
well. I accompanied him for eight painful 
years before he left us, carried away by a 
disease caused by the chemical products 
in our agriculture. 

Overall, rural common sense is a holis-
tic approach that addresses both the soil 
and the earth. If I am in resistance, it is be-
cause I actually observe that after the war 
an agricultural model was developed that 
helped industrial companies to switch to 
food without taking the specific nature of 
the farming profession into account. Far 
from respect and rural common sense.

In 2020, the CAP is supposed to launch a 
profound reform. In your book, you make 
huge allegations against this reform. In 
your opinion, what is the direction this re-
form should take?
I see two main points. It is necessary to 
get out of this logic, which distributes 
aid in proportion to the area available to 
the farmers (the more hectares we have, 
the more subsidies we receive). At a time 
when more and more young people are 
interested in returning to the countryside, 
aid should no longer be distributed on the 
basis of area, but according to the number 

of human manpower. The more jobs the 
farmers create, the more they should be 
rewarded! Don’t we have an employment 
problem today? And it would also help to 
get out of this speculative land logic that 
is bad for agriculture. Moreover, it is nec-
essary to get out of the logic of subsidies 
and to introduce a logic of compensation 
for the services provided to society. For 
example, a farmer who restricts irriga-
tion in order to preserve water resources 
must be compensated. The taxpayers will 
find themselves here, because preventive 
measures for the environment are far less 
expensive than remedial measures. The 
majority of farmers are interested in such 
trends.

You are using very harsh words against 
the majority union of farmers, the 
FNSEA, and you denounce its monopo-
ly on representation. What are your com-
plaints against them?
In fact, I accuse the FNSEA of not serving 
the peasants, but on the contrary, being the 
real ally of those who enrich themselves at 
our expense! These are the food industry 
or the chemical industry. You cannot de-
fend the farmers that way. If the FNSEA 
makes the case for defending glyphosate, 
then it supports the camp of the dealers 
and not the camp of the producers. I can 
hardly believe it! Nobody can understand 
the positions of this union. And if it still 
has a majority today, it’s because it’s at 
the head of a moloch-like system that ob-
structs all those involved: the chambers of 
agriculture, the banks, the peasant’s health 
system (which, by the way, is still strug-
gling with recognising the particular dis-
eases, that usually hit farmers, as occupa-

Day of transhumance: A farmer in the french village of Aubrac in the departement 
Aveyron (southern France; picture keystone)
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tional diseases). The only reason why we 
still are voting for the FNSEA is to have 
access to land, to own shares in a cooper-
ative or to get agricultural loans... For all 
this you must vote for them. Once we built 
up an animal feed cooperation aiming at 
mitigating the bottleneck caused by bad 
weather. Once again the FNSEA had the 
monopoly on it: If we ordered a ton of hay 
at the FSNEA we would still be financing 
it! Agriculture is a topic of real social im-
portance and a real debate must be possi-
ble. The trade union monopoly practiced 
by the FNSEA is not good, especially as 
it affects all taxpayers beyond the farmers.

What do you mean by writing that we 
have to “remove agriculture from WTO”?
It is really urgent! Uncontrolled specula-
tion with agricultural commodities as if 
they were gold bars is completely unac-
ceptable. My question is if food, which 
is a vital need, is a wealth like any other. 
Do we really have to apply here the same 

liberal and mercantile logic as with all 
other commercial values? Obviously not, 
at least if we still believe in the common 
sense of the peasant.

Do you think Emmanuel Macron’s pro-
posals, in particular those he talked about 
before 700 young farmers on Thursday 
evening, are going in the right direction?
Unfortunately, I believe that Emma-
nuel Macron, when presenting large-
scale investment projects (he spoke of a 
plan of one billion euro in the form of 
guaranteed loans to farmers), will still 
finance those of us who have the most 
means with others words those that do 
not need it. Because, if there is an invest-
ment plan, then also subsidised farmers 
must have a financing capacity. However, 
this will not be those who earn 350 euros 
a month and who do not even have one 
euro to pay the canteen for their child! 
They will simply keep on disappearing 
from the scene…

You conclude by saying that you are writ-
ing “for generations to come”. Finally, 

what do you want to say to a young farm-
er who builds up or takes over a farm? 
I would like to give them a message of 
hope! There is, in fact, a new interest in 
agricultural projects today, and we must 
now find legislative measures that will 
make it possible to support these ambi-
tious projects. That’s what I base my trust 
in, and so I send a firmly optimistic mes-
sage by presenting solutions, projects that 
work, and I hope they will generate enthu-
siasm among the citizens. It is in the inter-
est of everyone! •
Source: © Figarovox from 23 March 2018
(Translation Current Concerns)

* Benoît Biteau is a peasant agronomist at “EARL 
Val de Seudre Identi’Terre” (an organic farm 
with old breeds of animals and forestry). He is 
a member of the Regional Council of Nouvelle-
Aquitaine in France. In February, he has pub-
lished his book “Paysan résistant!” (Farmer and 
Resistance[fighter], Edition Fayard 2018). In 
this book, he returns to the peasant values in-
herited from his family in order to stand up for 
a responsible agriculture and to propose new so-
lutions to tomorrow’s challenges in the fields of 
agriculture, food and climate.

”‘I am a farmer, not a …‘” 
continued from page 10

Dementia – a disease difficult to comprehend
by Rita Brügger

In most cases tentativeness or timidi-
ty causes that we sidestep issues like in-
curable diseases. It is usually insecurity 
or timidity that makes us sidestep. How 
should I face the affected person and his 
or her relatives? Dementia also belongs 
to this category of taboo topics, which one 
would often rather ignore than deal with.

But reality confronts you directly. In your 
neighbourhood and circle of friends, there 
are people with parents or dependents 
some of whom are no longer able to mas-
ter their everyday life or to settle their af-
fairs. Some worry about the loss of their 
memory. Others already have a clear diag-
nosis: dementia. As they get older, many 
people wonder what will happen if they no 
longer recognise their loved ones or even 
know themselves. Or vice versa, if their 
partner no longer recognises them?

Lately, there has been an increase of 
reports that no longer disregard demen-
tia, in radio, television and magazines. 
And some take it up in a way that is un-
derstandable and illuminating to the lay-
man. This provides an opportunity to deal 
with the topic of dementia without feel-
ing overwhelmed by the gravity of this 
disease and its consequences. The knowl-
edge of the very different forms this often 
alarming disease may take inspires cour-
age, and creates understanding towards 
fellow human beings who are experienc-
ing hard times because they have been di-
agnosed with dementia.

“Yes to life despite dementia”

In the context of the “Forum for Contem-
porary Witnesses” in Aarau, a remarkable 
event under this title recently took place, 
and met with broad interest. The specialist 
in internal medicine with a focus on geri-
atrics, Dr med Irene Bopp-Kistler gave a 
lecture in the evening. She runs the Mem-
ory Clinic at Waidspital Zurich. The sec-
ond speaker was Ms Helga Rohra from 
Munich, former interpreter, book author, 
and affected by dementia.

With their great expertise and the back-
ground of their own experience, both 
women gave the listener a good insight 
into a topic which is all but easy. Despite 
the topic, the evening gave everyone a lot 
of hope, and there was no sadness, as an 
uninvolved person might suspect.

Dr Bopp created the basis for under-
standing this complex subject with expert 
information easy to understand for the lay-
man and with many practical examples. 
She sensitively reported on very different 
courses of the disease and the fate of pa-
tients and their relatives.

Ms Helga Rohra said with a slight 
amusement that she was able to celebrate 
a jubilee this year. For it was 10 years ago, 
when she was 53 years old, that she was 
diagnosed with a form of dementia bear-
ing the exact name of “Levy Body Demen-
tia”. The translator working on interna-
tional medical congresses went through a 
very rough patch, mainly in the time short-
ly after the diagnosis. It started with dif-

ficulties in finding the right words. Then 

Ms Rohra was no longer able to complete 
whole sentences. Even her sense of orien-
tation left her, so that at times she did not 
find her way home. Worst of all, however, 
was the incomprehension of some doctors 
who did not understand her case.

Today, Helga Rohra chairs the Europe-
an Working Group of People with Demen-
tia, which supports the needs of demen-
tia patients. She is a fighter who does not 
give up, but gives lectures and has written 
two books, of which she herself says that 

ISBN 978-3907625903

continued on page 12
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they should give insight into her emotion-
al world as a person affected by dementia.

Understanding persons with a disease
For every patient, especially one who 
is diagnosed with an incurable dis-
ease, an understanding environment is 
very important. Giovanni Maio, doctor 
and philosopher, devotes a whole chap-
ter to dementia in his book “Den krank-
en Menschen verstehen. Für eine Medi-
zin der Zuwendung” (“Understanding 
persons with a disease. Plea for a medi-
cine of caring and attention”). Although 
he knows that the diagnosis of dementia 
is a traumatic stroke of fate that cannot 
be glossed over, the experienced doctor 
knows that there can certainly be a life of 
hope even with dementia. So Maio says 
that every person is and remains unmis-
takable, everyone delights in different 
things. Dementia patients are sensitive 
and need understanding and attention 
and to be shown what they still can do. 
Maio points out that feelings and intui-
tion are often neglected in our cognitive 
image of man. He quotes Schopenhau-
er: “The man is in the heart, not in the 
head.”

Also Dr med Bopp-Kistler from the 
Memory Clinic at the Waidspital Zurich 
emphasises the importance of a sympa-
thetic ear and of the focus on what is still 
possible. The doctor explains in a TV re-
port that she is absolutely honest in the 
diagnosis. But then, in the further sup-
port and company offered to demen-

tia patients, she seeks ways and means 
of strengthening the persons concerned 
in doing what is still possible for them 
and of showing them perspectives for a 
meaningful life with dementia. In her 
book “Demenz. Fakten, Geschichten, 
Perspektiven” (“dementia. Facts, stories, 
perspectives”) the reader gets an in-depth 
look at the different types of dementia. 
The diverse contributions of people who 
are affected themselves or as relatives, 
the medical and therapeutic companions, 
who all have their say in the book, paint 
a colourful picture of dementia. Although 
it is considered a reference book and has 
over 600 pages, it is also easy to under-
stand for a non-specialist.

New opportunities
In his book “Nie waren wir uns so nah. 
Wie ich meinen demenzkranken Vater 
nochmals neu kennenlernte, als ich ihn 
pflegte” (“Never have we been so close. 
How I learned new things about my father 
suffering from dementia when I cared for 
him”), Joachim Schaffer-Suchomel de-
scribed how the relationship between fa-
ther and son changed completely when he 
took care of his father, who had demen-
tia. The somewhat stubborn former head-
master and his son find a new, emotional 
relationship despite many difficulties that 
come with the father’s illness, or maybe 
just because of it. With humour Schaffer 
describes all stages of the disease and care 
until death, often accompanied by help-
lessness and anger, but ultimately achiev-
ing an intimate connection of the two 
men, which he had never experienced be-
fore.

Helga Rohra, too, has been looking for 
new opportunities as a victim. She is no 
longer able to practice her demanding pro-
fession of interpreting because of her de-
mentia, and yet she has never seen any rea-
son to give up. It was imperative to her to 
make herself useful. Through a support 
group, she found contact with people who 
wanted to provide a forum for dementia 
patients in a magazine. Helga Rohra gave a 
first interview, under the pseudonym Helen 
Merlin. Then followed an article in Spiegel 
magazine. In 2010, she participated in an 
Alzheimer conference and spoke as a per-
son concerned. In the meantime she has 
written two books: “Aus dem Schatten 
treten. Warum ich mich für die Rechte als 
Demenzbetroffene einsetze” (“Stepping 
out of the shadows. Why I am committed 
to the rights of persons affected by demen-
tia”), and “Ja zum Leben trotz Demenz! 
Warum ich kämpfe” (“Yes to life despite 
dementia! Why I fight on”), which impres-

sively document what a dementia patient 
has to contend with, but how fulfilled his 
of her life can continue to be.

“Dement, but not bonkers. For a new 
approach to dementia patients”

Under this title appeared the book by 
dementia specialist Michael Schmied-
er, longtime head of the dementia centre 
Sonnweid in Wetzikon. Schmieder advo-
cates unconventional but honest treatment 
of dementia patients. He does not believe 
in simulated railroad cars in which films 
like train rides are played. In the Sonn-
weid, there are no closed doors, because 
Schmieder knows that people with demen-
tia have a strong urge to move. So there 
is access to all the rooms of the home. It 
is made possible for each resident to do 
what he is still able to do. Some prepare 
the vegetables; others may accompany the 
person who goes shopping, even if one of 
the still sprightly ladies may put her finger 
in the yoghurt to be bought.

Schmieder’s book is informative and 
cheerful. The reader feels that if the ne-
cessity should arise, he would want to be 
in just such good hands as the inmates of 
the Sonnweid seem to be. 

Finally another interesting book should 
be mentioned: Arno Geiger, “Der alte 
König in seinem Exil” (“The Old King 
in His Exile”). In this book, the Austrian 
writer Arno Geiger from Vorarlberg de-
scribes the story of his father, who suf-
fered from dementia. First, the relatives 
do not recognise the disease, but accuse 
the aging man of “getting negligent”. But 
then the family gradually closes its ranks, 
and the father is accepted with his illness. 
His children and his wife take care of him 
in turns for a long time, until admission to 
a nursing home becomes inevitable. In an 
empathetic way, the son describes how the 
disease affects his father. There are tragic 
moments in this life story, but also happy 
ones. And all of them enrich the everyday 
life of the family.

Facing new challenges
Fortunately, today the focus relating to 
dementia patients is increasingly no long-
er simply in “providing for” the patient. 
More solutions are being sought where 
those affected can be accompanied lov-
ingly and are enabled and allowed to par-
ticipate in society. And by all means, the 
report in the journal Zeitlupe No 1–2/2018 
is also encouraging. It reports on the farm 
Obergrüt in Sigigen LU, where young-
er dementia patients are presented with a 
meaningful work opportunity in an affec-
tionate environment.  •

”Dementia – a disease difficult  …” 
continued from page 11
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continued on page 14

A new chapter of the cabbage story
Sauerkraut revival thanks to an innovative idea

by Heini Hofmann

All are singing the hymn of natural re-
gional products. But more and more, in 
the roar of maximising production this is 
fading away. Just as many consumer-ori-
ented village cheese dairies had to sur-
render to large-scale dairies, dito – in the 
Bernese “Chabisland” (cabbage country) 
Gürbetal – now also the long-established 
village sauerkraut-factories have been 
swallowed up by a large-scale remote en-
terprise.

But fortunately, every once in a while, new 
life springs up out of the ruins. Thus, as a 
counter-trend to the centralisation dictated 
by market pressure, new businesses have 
successfully become established for both 
milk and cheese as well as for beer in the 
niche sector. The same thing is now hap-
pening with sauerkraut.

“Chabisland” (cabbage country)  
Gürbetal

All over Switzerland, today about 200 
farmers produce far more than one million 
cabbages on approximately 100 hectares, 
resulting in close to 6,000 tons of cabbage, 
and in a very small number of companies 
it is processed to about 3,300 tons of sau-
erkraut. In Switzerland cabbage is mainly 
cultivated in the Bernese Gürbetal, embed-
ded between Längenberg and Belpberg, af-
fectionately known in colloquial language 
as “Chabisland”, which is responsible for 
about 50 per cent of the crop. Bernese See-
land and the Zurich Oberland each grow 
about 25 per cent; a small remainder is 
spread over Baselland, Eastern Switzerland 
and Vaud.

In the past, the cabbages were trans-
ported from Gürbetal to the Bernese mar-
kets; the earliest reference of this can be 
found in Jeremias Gotthelf ’s Tales from 
the Calendar of 1844: “And the heads of 
the Cabinet are growing like the cabbag-
es in the Thurnenmoos.” But already in 
1890, cabbages were cut, pressed in tubs, 
and in 1917 the Gürbetal cabbage planters 
organised a cooperative. But due to com-
petition mergers and unfriendly take-overs 
occurred in the traditional sauerkraut fac-
tories; thereby the cooperative structures 
mutated into monopolies.

Taking the bull by the horns
Jürg Trachsel-Balsiger, the long-
time dedicated director of the tradition-
al “Surchruti”(Sauerkraut) Thurnen, de-
clared solidarity with his employees when 
nearly all of them lost their jobs due to the 
monopolist’s restructuring measures. In-
stead of burying his head in the sand, in the 

neighbouring village Burgistein he found-
ed – together with his wife and his two sons 
– a family business named “Royal Sau-
erkraut AG” specialised in niche produc-
tion. He accomplished this quickly with 
a keen sense of the zeitgeist and with-
out protection of the trade association. 
This was possible as he built on twenty years 
of his own experience plus his wife’s fam-
ily’s (who were natives of Mühlethurnen) 
three generations experience of cabbage 
growing. When the former model coopera-
tive sauerkraut-factory Thurnen was set up, 
her ancestors were the pioneers, which is 
why the share certificate with number one – 
among others – was family owned. And he 
even went one step further by combining the 
entire value chain – cultivation, processing 
and marketing – in his own factory, creating 
new niche products and introducing a soil-
conserving method for cabbage cultivation.

Ingenious cultivation technique 
Jürg Trachsel did not rest on traditional pro-
duction. He wanted to make creative new 
niche products, as well as to revolutionise 
cabbage cultivation via a sustainable meth-
od. He succeeded by means of the new 
strip-milling technique, which had already 
been successfully applied to corn, but not 
to cabbage. Instead of stressing the soil by 
deep ploughing the entire arable land, nar-
row strips of soil were milled into the field.

Thus, three tractor operations were re-
duced to one, resulting in less diesel con-
sumption and the conservation of living 
micro beings, which led to an active soil 

which heats up more quickly and results 
with more yield. Additionally, this technique 
improved the nutrient and carbon balance of 
the agricultural business. Ergo: If, thanks to 
the use of strip-milling, deep soil cultivation 
is avoided over the years, this leads to a sus-
tainable improvement of the soil structure 
with less erosion or capping, which trans-
lates into above-average yields of the suc-
cessive crops. Win-win for farmers and soil!

Blue-violet cultures
Planting comes before harvesting. Just as 
in poultry farming, where hybrid chick-
ens are used instead of purebred chickens, 
the basic generation is imported as day-
old chicks, so the “Kabis” seedlings do not 
originate from native breeding, but mostly 
from the Netherlands. They are ordered in 
January and arrive at the beginning of May 
for planting. During about one month, early 
and late varieties are set, so that “Kabis” 
are ready for harvest from the beginning of 
August throughout December, and process-
ing into sauerkraut can be staggered.

What a special sight, when in autumn 
in Gürbetal, which is named after the river 
Gürbe, the blue-violet cabbage fields col-
our the landscape, a colour shade unusual 
for peasant cultures! “Kabis” belongs to 
the cruciferous family and is a species of 
cabbage. Because the cabbages – called in 
Gürbetal “Chabisgringe” – reach on aver-
age a stately weight of 4 to 7 kilogrammes 
a sufficienty large distance between the in-

Thanks to early and late ripening cabbage cultivars harvest lasts from August to 
December. (pictures: Royal-Sauerkraut AG)
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”A new chapter of the …” 
continued from page 13

dividual seedlings of about half a metre 
must be maintained. Therefore, cabbage 
crops are particularly susceptible to ero-
sion in spring when rainfall is heavy; 
hence the new cultivation technique.

An ancient process
During harvest, when “heads are rolling 
in Gürbetal”, manual work is still required 
today. Instead of using a horse-drawn cart as 
before, the white bullets are sent to the “Sur-
chruti” by tractor for processing. Here, after 
removing the last green leaves, the cabbag-
es are cored. Then they are machine cut into 
strips. This mass is carried by conveyor belt 
to the fermentation vats, where the “Kabis” 
is well distributed with addition of common 
salt (about 1.5%) and then pressed anaero-
bically and the weight of a water tank. After 
a few days, lactic acid fermentation (an an-
aerobic fermentation) starts, and after three 
to four weeks sauerkraut is ready. 

Like many other culinary delicacies, 
such as wine and cheese, sauerkraut is also 
produced according to the ancient, tried-
and-true principle of “processing through 
dosed spoiling”. During the process en-
zymes and microorganisms such as yeast 
fungi or lactic acid bacteria alter the food; 
– and thus become more durable and better 
in taste. 100 kilogrammes of “Kabis” yield 
approximately 50 kilogrammes of sauer-
kraut, which is sold either raw or cooked.

Customer is king 
Not only the product of the “Kabis” fami-
ly  Trachsel is called “Royal”, the custom-
er is king too; in the family business the 
specific customer request is important. In 
addition to the standard products (sauer-
kraut raw or cooked in 500 g bags to 10 
kg containers), sauerkraut batches are also 
cooked according to the customer’s recipe, 
for wholesale butchers or the traiteur of 
the wholesaler, as requested with propri-
etary labelling or in own containers. An-
other specialty is the “Presskabis”, which 
is used for Chabis sausages (Waadtländer 
specialty “Saucisson choux”). 100 kg 
“Kabis” yield – after blanching and press-

ing – 25 kg of dry matter. In addition to 
the sauerkraut, of course, also raw and 
cooked beets are offered.

But even small individual requests 
are met, as more and more families start 
to produce their own sauerkraut. Every 
2nd Saturday in October and November 
from 9.00 am to 11.00 am you can ex-
perience the “Imachet” in Burgistein, on 
request combined with an aperitif and 
snack (www.royal-sauerkraut.ch). There 

they can buy whole cabbage heads or the 
cut cabbage with spices and process it at 
home. And notabene: The family busi-
ness Trachsel is not only Swiss-Guar-
antee-certified, it also carries an organ-
ic line and benefits also from the nature 
park label Region Gantrisch.

Today’s trend 
In short: This operation, which had the 
courage to become independent in the 
maelstrom of centralisation and devel-
oped a market niche, is in line with the 
time. The CEO of a major Swiss distribu-
tor recently made clear that he wanted to 
move away from globalisation concerning 
the food sector and look again for more 
proximity and familiar ways. 

This is why wholesalers today increas-
ingly prefer smaller direct marketers who 
provide the entire added value control-
lably in the same company instead of to 
anonymous industrial wholesalers. A de-
velopment that positively culminates nota 
bene culinarily to the plates.  •
(Translation Current Concerns)

Sauerkraut corresponds exactly to today’s nutritional needs
HH. Sauerkraut actually meets today’s 
nutritional requirements: rich in lac-
tic acid, minerals and vitamins A, B, C 
(therefore an important source of vi-
tamin C, which outclasses even tropi-
cal fruits), very low in calories, practi-
cally fat-free, with little carbohydrates 
and protein, contains only salt as a pre-
servative, an inexpensive local product, 
available throughout the year and very 
easy to prepare. Ergo: Sauerkraut is not 
a banal poor man’s winter vegetable, 
but an actual lifestyle convenience fit-
ness product!

In recent years, sauerkraut has in-
creasingly found its way into luxury gas-
tronomy – as a soup or a light addition, 
with countless new creations, even as 
sorbet and ice-cream. However, the as-

sociation of sauerkraut with pork ribs, 
bacon and sausage is deeply rooted in 
the soul of the people. Nevertheless, 
the average per capita consumption 
throughout Switzerland today is just 
over half a kilo.

Interestingly, much more chou-
croute is consumed in French-speak-
ing Switzerland than in German-speak-
ing Switzerland. Sauerkraut producer 
Jürg Trachsel is an exception: “I eat 
about ten kilogrammes of sauerkraut a 
year, preferably as part of the “Berner 
Platte”, and in summer also as a salad.” 
And he keeps it like Wilhelm Busch’s 
widow Bolte in “Max and Moritz”, who 
“enthuses especially about sauerkraut 
when it is warmed up again”...
(Translation Current Concerns)

Food and medicine
HH. The knowledge about the preven-
tive and healing adverse reaction of 
sauerkraut is old: Sebastian Kneipp pre-
scribed fresh sauerkraut for wounds and 
inflammations, herb priest Künzle pre-
scribed it for refractory constipation. 
And even Wilhelm Busch joked: “Only 
he is smart and wise, who is looking at 
health. Think of the healthy food, eat 
sauerkraut daily.“ Furthermore, grand-
mothers knew that sauerkraut juice is 
not only a good stain remover, but that 

it makes the bread dough rise better. 
Recent studies show that sauerkraut not 
only promotes an intact intestinal flora, 
but also helps to prevent infections, gas-
tric ulcers and cancer, to lower blood 
pressure and cholesterol levels, with the 
substance acetylcholine it acts as a natu-
ral antidepressant, while fibre and laxa-
tive effect take over the role of the slim-
ming agent. In short: The fermented 
vegetable is food and medicine in one.
(Translation Current Concerns)

Two favourite recipes of the “cabbage family“
Sauerkraut with ragoût 

and boiled potatoes

Ingredients

- 800 g ragoût from beef
- some flour and butter
- 300 g carrots and celeriac 
- 2 dl red wine
- 2 dl bouillon
- 1 larded onion, salt, pepper

Cooking

- Fry meat in butter, dust with flour.
- Remove from the pan. Fry vegetables 

and deglaze with wine.
- Combine meat, bouillon and vegeta-

bles.
- Spice up. Cook for 1½ to 2 hours. 
- Prepare boiled potatoes and sauer-

kraut. Serve.

Avant-garde 
sauerkraut aperitif hit

Ingredients
- 500 g Royal sauerkraut raw
- 1 can of thon (about 135 g)
- 3 tablespoons mayonnaise
- 1 onion chopped
- 4 cornichon chopped
- seasoning at will (salt, pepper)
– Toast

Cooking

- Drain the sauerkraut and chop it.
- Mash up thon and mayonnaise.
- Add the cornichon, onion and sauer-

kraut to the clay and mayonnaise and 
knead well by hand.

- Spread the mass on the toasted bread 
and garnish as desired.
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“Painting without ceremony”
Gabriele Münter art exhibition in Munich

by Gisela Schlatterbeck-Kersten and Ingo Kersten

An exhibition bag with a brightly coloured 
portrait of a woman induced us to trav-
el to the Lenbachhaus in Munich, where 
we arrived on a sunny Sunday in January. 
The trip from Lake Constance to Munich, 
to see the large exhibition of works by Ga-
briele Münter (1877–1962), proved to be 
worthwhile indeed. There was a treasure 
of wonderfully beautiful colourful pic-
tures to discover, with very attractive, 
daring colour compositions, which al-
ways surprise the admirer all over again.

The exhibition impressed us for a variety of 
reasons. We had already got acquainted with 
Gabriele Münter’s work as part of that of the 
expressionists in our Munich student days in 
the sixties, when we visited the former Len-
bachpalais; but now we realised that this had 
only been a small part of her work.

The once tranquilly intimate Lenbach-
haus, a painter’s villa, has now become a 
large modern exhibition building, with an 
extra room in an abandoned subterranean 
underground station, which makes a spa-
cious and generous impression as an exhi-
bition hall with interim installations. And 
this space is effortlessly filled by the work 
of Gabriele Münter.

The exhibition is not chronological 
but theme-centred. This is new and con-
sistent for the work of Münter, which did 
not develop in chronological stages. Rath-
er one can say that, regardless of her fre-
quent relocations and stays abroad, Gabri-
ele Münter kept her to way of working, 
varied her motifs, transposed them into 
other techniques or repeated almost iden-
tical versions after some years had passed.

The 10 sections, in which the exhibition 
is divided, are arranged according to themes 
that show images from different creative 
periods. She also appropriated a variety of 
techniques in the course of her life.

She began drawing portraits at the age of 
14. When she was 21, she went to Ameri-
ca for two years (1898–1900), and photo-
graphed people, landscapes, seasons and por-
traits. Photographs remained inspiration and 
basis for her paintings throughout her life.

Back in Germany in 1902, she attend-
ed a woodcut course in Munich, and time 
and again created coloured variations of 
her prints, of portraits or landscapes, such 
as the series “Toys” from 1908.

Later in Murnau (Allgäu) she became fa-
miliar with the glass paintings made in small 
workshops there and also experimented with 
this technique. The outlines of the motifs are 
painted laterally reversed on the glass and 
then filled with colours. When the glass is 
turned around, the colours then shine through 

it. In many later pictures the strong dark out-
lines and the rich colour surfaces remind one 
of paintings behind glass like these.

Work and technology
Already in America, she photographed and 
sketched her relatives as they worked in the 
fields as well as railway constructions and 
locomotives. In 1911 the picture “Ruhrge-
biet II” was created, showing an industrial 
landscape. But she paid particular attention 
to construction work. When in 1935–1937, a 
railway line and a road to Garmisch-Parten-
kirchen (Olympiastrasse) were built in front 
of her house in Murnau, she was fascinat-
ed by one powerful, smoking machine, the 
excavator. She often spent half a day there, 
talking to the workers. Several times the 
monster, the excavator, was the centre of an 
image. Among others was created the pic-
ture named “The Blue Excavator”. 

In the course of her life, she witnessed 
many style changes that inspired her to 
seek new expressive possibilities. When 
in the twenties some painters turned to 
a nearly photographic-puristic style of 
painting, which was intended to depict ob-
jects and people in a cool and matter-of-
fact manner, without showing traces of the 
working process, she took up this manner 
of painting. But in what way! The 1929 
portrait of the writing woman in the easy 
chair showed her painting skills with its 
great refinement, delicate yet determined. 
Although the shapes and colour areas are 
sharply outlined, the delicately and mate-
rially painted pyjama bottoms and the red 
shoes are by no means “factual”.

In the last exhibition section on deal-
ing with her handling of abstraction, there 
are examples from two working phases. 
The first of them, dating from the years 
1914/1915, was based on a stimulus given 
by nature and gradually became, with 
every picture, more and more abstract. 
Later, as a 70-year-old, she once again 
painted some nonrepresentational pic-
tures (they are studies with well-defined, 
very colourful forms). She calls them bag-
atelles, as if she wanted this phase of her 
painting not to be taken too seriously.

At some places in the exhibition, you 
are suddenly captured by moving pictures 
– film clips. The medium of film, you 
learn, was stimulation and relaxation at 
the same time for Gabriele Münter.

After visiting the exhibition, it became 
clear to us that the work of Gabriele Münter 
had effectively only been known to us until 
the beginning of the First World War and the 
departure of Wassily Kandinsky and that we 
had really only known her as a student and 
the partner of Kandinsky and as a member of 
the group Blauer Reiter. So, like G. Knapp 
in the “Süddeutsche Zeitung”, we asked our-
selves: “How was it possible for such an im-
portant part of recent German art history, 
such a multifaceted artistic work dating from 
the first half of the 20th century, to be almost 
completely denied to the public to this day?” 
That was a question that concerned us very 
much. We ourselves witnessed that in the fif-
ties abstract art was almost exclusively pro-
moted at the academies, strongly inspired 
from Paris. But in the sixties, New York be-
came the capital of the art avant-garde, and 
as a result we experienced the Cultural Rev-
olution of the ‘68s in Europe, the so-called 
student’s riots. These challenged values and 
traditions throughout European cultural life, 
and even went so far as to destroy them, 
which was, especially in Germany, strong-
ly in the interest of some US circles. In this 
context, the artist Gabriele Münter’s oeuvre 
was no longer in the spirit of the contempo-
rary trend.

Therefore great credit must be given to 
the curators to have developed this exhi-
bition. A large part of the 140 paintings 
has never been shown to the public, or 
was shown for the last time decades ago. 
It comes from the estate of the artist and 
was supplemented by rarely issued loans.

We wish this exhibition a resounding 
response!  •
Dates of the exhibition:
Lehnbachhaus, Munich, until 8 April 2018 (then in 
Denmark), then in the Museum Ludwig in Cologne 
from 15 September 2018 to 13 January 2019

(Translation Current Concerns)

Gabriele Münter. Writing woman in the 
easy chair.(picture Beate Obermann. 

Lenbachhaus and Kunstbau München)


